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This catalogue also acts as a wide-ranging
introduction to Spanish sculpture. The
collection contains pieces from the 16th,
17th and 18th centuries. Materials included
painted and gilded wood, terracotta,
alabaster, marble, lead and jet.
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National Gallery of Art - The Sacred Made Real: Spanish Painting Pablo Gargallo was a Spanish sculptor and
painter, although he is most famous for his Avant-garde sculptures, a style in which he was extremely experimental
Spanish art - Wikipedia Spanish Sculptors: Francisco Salzillo (1707-1783) Pages in category Spanish sculptors. The
following 100 pages are in this category, out of 100 total. This list may not reflect recent changes (learn more). Spanish
Sculpture: Modern Period Mateo Inurria worked as a Spanish sculptor during the 19th and 20th Century and produced
sculptures that were both naturalistic and pertaining to the Realist : Spanish - Sculpture / Arts & Photography: Books
Alonso Berruguete (sculptor, painter and architect) is called the Prince of Spanish sculpture because of the grandeur,
originality, and The Making of a Spanish Polychrome Sculpture - National Gallery Seventeenth-century Spanish
polychrome sculpture was intended to appear as lifelike as possible. Compared to bronze or marble statues, sculpted and
painted Spanish Polychrome Sculpture - National Gallery of Art Juan Munoz was a Spanish sculptor who has been
described as the most significant of the first generation of Spanish artists who achieved maturity in Spain Spanish
Sculptors: Mateo Inurria (1867-1924) Polychrome Sculpture in Spanish America Essay Heilbrunn Roldans
autograph small-scale terra-cotta works in non-Spanish collections See especially G. McKim-Smiths essay, Spanish
Polychrome Sculpture and Its Making a Spanish Polychrome Sculpture - YouTube Eduardo Chillida was a Spanish
sculptor from the Basque Country whose works were mainly completed in an Abstract style and were often made out of
Spanish Sculptors: Mariano Benlliure (1862-1947) Francisco Salzillo was a Spanish sculptor who based himself in
Murcia during the 18th Century, from which he produced a number of fine examples of Late Spanish Sculptors: Juan
de Juni (1506-1577) Pablo Serranos numerous 20th Century Abstract and innovative sculptures have made him a very
famous and successful Spanish sculptor both in Spain and in Spanish Sculptors: Pedro de Mena (1628-1688)
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Considered to be the most well known Spanish sculptor of the Granada school of Baroque sculpture, Pedro de Mena
mostly produced sculptures of religious Images for Spanish Sculpture Painting and sculpture workshops set up to
produce images for Roman Catholic worship proliferated in Spanish America from the earliest days of Christian Italian
and Spanish Sculpture: Catalogue of the J. Paul Getty The Sacred Made Real: Spanish Painting and Sculpture,
16001700. February 28May 31, 2010. This exhibition is no longer on view at the National Gallery. John Singer
Sargent and Spanish processional sculpture: Guest Juan de Juni was a Baroque French-Spanish sculptor who
completed many religious sculptures and who is among the representatives of the Castillian school of
Category:Spanish sculptors - Wikipedia Mariano Benlliure was a 19th Century Valencian Spanish sculptor who
specialised in civil sculptures and so he helped decorate the many streets of Spain with Spanish Sculptors: Pablo
Serrano (1908-1985) Press release for a special display examining the making a polychrome (painted) sculpture. (issued
June 2009) Spanish Sculptors: Eduardo Chillida (1924-2002) The 20th and 21st Centuries have given rise to a variety
of new styles of sculpture which break away from the traditional styles, such as Avant-garde, Abstract
Category:20th-century Spanish sculptors - Wikipedia The title of the exhibition says it all or almost. We are talking
about a grouping of Spanish sculpture from over the last 100 years. Curated by Kosme d. Spanish Sculptors: Ponciano
Ponzano (1813-1877) This lavishly illustrated book focuses on Italian and Spanish sculpture in the collection including
discussions of the manufacture and condition of each work. The Making of a Spanish Polychrome Sculpture National Gallery Online shopping for Books from a great selection of Appreciation, Technique & more at everyday low
prices. Spanish Sculptors: Juan Munoz (1953-2001) The period between the 12th Century and the 19th Century saw
many different styles of sculpture come and go, as well as some styles mixing together. Gothic Spanish Sculpture.
Baroque sculpture also flourished in Spain in the 16th, 17th and 18th Centuries. The Making of a Seventeenth-Century
Spanish Polychrome Sculpture. The polychromed wooden sculpture, which depicts the 16th-century saint known as John
Spanish Sculptors: Pablo Gargallo (1881-1934) Francisco Salzillo was a Spanish sculptor who spent most of his life
in Murcia, Spain. Salzillo is considered to be one of the most imaginative representative
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